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cover image Border policeman rushing victim of suicide bombing on the No. 5 bus in Tel
Aviv to safety. 21 Israelis and one Dutch national killed.

> Since September 2000, a total of 136 suicide bombings have been
committed by Palestinian terrorists killing 430 Israelis. An additional
313 suicide bombings have been thwarted. 
In that same time an additional 20,416 terrorist attacks have been perpetrated against Israelis. As a result 934 Israelis have been killed
and 6,142 injured in these attacks. Over 70 percent of these have been civilian casualties.
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01 - 02 October 19, 1994 Carnage on the No. 5 bus,
Dizengoff Street. 

Photographs By Ziv Koren

03 September 19, 2002 Six people were killed and 70
wounded when a terrorist detonated a bomb on Dan bus
No. 4 on Allenby Street, opposite the Great Synagogue
in Tel Aviv. Hamas claimed responsibility for the attack.
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On September 9, 2003, Dr. David Applebaum, an American-Israeli
and father of six, and his daughter Nava, 20, were killed as they
strolled together blocks from home on the evening before her
wedding. They were walking by a popular Jerusalem café, Café Hillel,
in Jerusalem’s German Colony, which was blown up by a Palestinian
suicide bomber.  Dr. Applebaum directed the emergency room at
Shaare Zedek Hospital where he dealt with hundreds of terrorist attack
victims, many of whom owed their lives to him. The day of his death, Dr.
Applebaum had returned from a conference in the U.S. lecturing on
how hospitals should prepare for mass terrorist attacks. Dr. Applebaum
had been associated with the Israeli rescue service, Magen David Adom,
for 20 years. His colleagues identified the body at the café.

September 200309
Photograph By Jason Schwartz
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On December 1, 2002, a double suicide bombing
occurred at the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall in the center
of Jerusalem, a favorite gathering place for young people.
Eleven people, aged 14 to 21, were killed and 188 injured
when explosive devices were detonated by two suicide
bombers.  As ambulances and rescue workers rushed to
the scene, a car bomb exploded nearby 20 minutes later.
Hamas claimed responsibility for the attack.  

Omer Eliaz was sitting at a café celebrating the 16th
birthday of his friend when one of the suicide
bombers struck.  The birthday boy died from his injuries
and Omer was severely injured.  Forced to decide between
those who could still be saved and those who could not,
the rescue workers believed Omer's injuries to be so
severe that they initially decided against taking him to
hospital. At the hospital, the doctors also felt that his case
was hopeless.  Omer survived and is celebrating his 18th
birthday this year.  In the past three decades, dozens of
suicide bombings and other terrorist attacks have
occurred in or near the Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall.

On June 11, 2003, seventeen people – 11 women and six
men - were killed and over 100 hundred wounded in a
suicide bombing on the Egged bus 14A on Jaffa
Road in the center of Jerusalem. The Hamas bomber,
dressed as an ultra-Orthodox Jew, boarded the bus and a
short while later, as the bus drove down Jaffa Road,
detonated his bomb, wrecking the bus. Hamas claimed
responsibility for the attack. The terrorist had been
carrying a huge bomb packed with metal fragments,
causing massive injuries to the passengers. 

Born to a Jewish father and Christian mother, 
18 year old Ludmilla came to Israel from the
Ukraine by herself to study Hebrew. Eight months into
her trip, on her way to work on Bus 14A, she was severely
injured in the explosion. With the help of Selah staff and
volunteers, her friends searched the hospitals and
morgues. They finally found her alive but her face and
body were so burnt that they could not positively identify
her. Only from her earrings could they tell it was
Ludmilla.

December 200101
Photograph By Jason Schwartz

June 200311
Photograph By Jason Schwartz
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Tamar Tashome left Ethiopia as a teenage mother with her three
children, including her daughter, Zina, and her sister’s son, Yossi
Tabeja. Too sick to make the long trek from Ethiopia to Sudan, her
sister asked Tamar to take her son with her on the journey. Tamar and
the children walked for weeks through Ethiopia and into the Sudan.
Yossi fell gravely ill and she begged on the streets for money to buy
medication to save him. Israeli military planes rescued her and the
children and flew them to Israel. She raised her nephew as her own
son. After finishing his army service, Yossi joined the Israeli border
police where he participated in joint patrols with the security forces of
the Palestinian Authority set up as part of the Oslo Peace Process. He
and his men repeated their nightly ritual of meeting their Palestinian
counterparts for coffee after completing their joint patrols. One
night, the Palestinians were late, and though his men wanted to start
drinking and eating, Yossi told them that common courtesy required
them to wait. Leaving the coffee shop, after a night of sharing coffee
and the stories of the day, Yossi said goodbye to his men. One of the
Palestinian security men reached into his jeep, took out his rifle, and
shot Yossi at point blank range. Yossi Tabeja was the first
casualty of this latest Palestinian Intifadah.

September 200029
Photograph By Jason Schwartz
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A year after immigrating from the Ukraine to Israel, as a single mother with her young
daughter, Anna Krakovich was waiting to catch a bus home from work in the city of Afula
in the north of Israel when a suicide bomber exploded his car beside her. The car
explosion killed eight and wounded 25, including Krakovich, critically. With burns over
70 percent of her body, the initial prognosis was that she would die.   After
a long and painful recovery, Anna devoted her time to working with the Israel Crisis
Management Center, SELAH (Hebrew for rock) which had supported her during her
ordeal. She is a lead volunteer at SELAH in Tel-Aviv working with immigrant victims of
terrorism, who represent over 25 percent of terrorist casualties. She worked closely with
the victims and families of the Dolphinarium Disco suicide bombing in Tel Aviv that
killed 21 teens, all but one of them Russian immigrants, and wounded 120. At the
Passover Massacre in Netanya, when a suicide bomber killed 28 Israelis sitting down to a
Passover seder, SELAH volunteers left their seder tables to care for the victims. Most of
the waitresses were young women from the former Soviet Union. 

April 199406
Photograph By Jason Schwartz

Anna Krakovitch
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Alla Nelimov is an immigrant from Russia. Just before midnight on
June 1, 2001, her 2 daughters Yulia, age 16 and Yelena, age 18,
were killed at Tel Aviv's Dolphinarium Disco along the seafront
promenade. Twenty one people were killed and 120 were wounded
when a suicide bomber blew himself up after mingling with a large
group of teenagers, who were standing in line to enter the disco. While
in line, he detonated the explosives strapped to his body. The explosive
charge contained a large number of metal objects - including ball
bearings  and screws - designed to maximize injuries. With the
exception of one person, all those killed were teenage immigrants from
the former Soviet Union.

June 200101
Photograph By Jason Schwartz

Jan Bloom, 25 
Marina Berkovizki, 17 
Roman Dezanshvili, 21 
Yevgenia Haya Dorfman, 15 
Ilya Gutman, 19 
Anya Kazachkov, 16 
Katherine Kastaniyada-Talkir, 15 
Aleksei Lupalu, 16 
Mariana Medvedenko, 16 
Irena Nepomneschi, 16 
Yelena Nelimov, 18 
Yulia Nelimov, 16 
Raisa Nimrovsky, 15 
Pvt. Diez (Dani) Normanov, 21 
Sergei Pancheskov, 20 
Simona Rodin, 18 
Ori Shahar, 32 
Liana Sakiyan, 16 
Yael-Yulia Sklianik, 15 
Maria Tagilchev, 14 
Irena Usdachi, 18
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Varda Hailu lost her daughter, Orit, to a
suicide bomber at the Patt Junction, Jerusalem bus
bombing of June 18, 2002, after having survived the
famine and violence of Ethiopia and immigrating to
Israel as part of Operation Moses.

On July 30, 2002, nine people – four Israelis, four
Americans and a student with dual American-French
citizenship – were killed and 85 injured when a bomb
exploded in the crowded Frank Sinatra cafeteria at the
Hebrew University, Mt. Scopus Campus, Jerusalem. Hamas
claimed responsibility for the attack. Most of the dead and
injured were between the ages of 18 and 30. The explosion
completely gutted the cafeteria.

Ina Zussman, a 21-year old student at Hebrew
University, was severely wounded when the bomb exploded
right next to her. She was sitting with her mother who had
traveled to Jerusalem from Haifa to celebrate the end of
exams. Ina’s father searched the city hospitals and the
morgues frantically looking for his daughter and finally, late
in the night, he learned that the young unidentified woman
fighting for her life in Hadassah Hospital was, in fact, Ina.
She had suffered serious burns and shrapnel wounds to her
face and was left paralyzed from the waist down.

June 200218
Photograph By Jason Schwartz

July 200230
Photograph By Jason Schwartz
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May 200219
Photograph By Jason Schwartz

In May 19, 2002, a Palestinian suicide bomber dressed in an Israeli Army uniform detonated a powerful bomb in an open-air market in
Netanya killing three Israelis and wounding at least fifty nine people. The Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) claimed
responsibility. Eleven of the wounded in the terror attack had severe injuries. At least two of the casualties died in the hospital from their
wounds. The bombing was the 12th major terrorist attack in Netanya, and the first since the Passover Massacre at the
city’s Park Hotel on March 27, 2002, in which 30 people were killed.

Elad Wassie is 27 years of age. He immigrated to Israel from Ethiopia in 1984 via the Sudan. During high school, he worked in the Netanya
market at a vegetable and fruit stand. He developed a strong relationship with his boss who, despite having 10 children, treated him as one of
the family. After his release from the army, he returned to the market where he worked full time to help his boss. At the time of the bombing,
he was leaning forward to pick up some potatoes. A nail from the bomb pierced his back and cut his spine, paralyzing him from the waist down.
He is now living in his own apartment and driving his own car thanks to a robotic arm, both provided by the Israeli government.
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01 02

03 04

01 Thourya Hamor, 26, a female suicide bomber from Jabba was captured by Israelis on May 1, 2003 before she was able to set off her
bomb. She is serving a 6-year prison sentence. Photographed in Ramla Prison January 12, 2004. 02 Bus Driver Mickey Harel holds a
charred ticket holder in the Hadera Hospital after surviving the fourth suicide bomb attack on one of his busses. Photographed June 7,
2002. 03 Jerusalem, Suicide Bomb Attack, August 19, 2003. Suicide bomb attack on Bus #2 in which 23 people were killed including
seven children. 04 Gaza City February 5, 2003. Hamas graffiti depicting a suicide bomb attack on an Israeli bus.

Photographs By David Blumenfeld
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Gavi is the brother of Koby Mandell, the oldest son of
Sherri and Seth Mandell, who, at 13, was killed on May 8,
2001, along with his friend, Yosef Ishran, in a cave in the
rocky countryside that surrounds the Mandell home in
Tekoa. The Koby Mandell Foundation initiated work to
bridge the isolation that bereaved children and
adults are struck with after the loss of a loved one. The
Foundation runs healing retreats including Camp Koby
which provides children and families struck by terror an
environment surrounded by their peers, specially trained
counselors and professional therapists.

In March 2001, after four previous terrorist bombings in
the same month, a suicide bomber blew himself up near a
bus stop used by students on their way to school. Two
children were killed, along with the bomber. Four youths,
aged 13 to 15, were injured, one critically. The bomber
was seen departing from a van driven from the direction
of the Palestinian autonomous city of Kalkilya. He
approached the bus stop at Mifgash HaShalom (Meeting
Place of Peace) gas station where a dozen teenagers were
waiting for rides to school and detonated an explosive
belt. Hamas claimed responsibility for the blast.

Sixteen-year-old Shay Eigner was born in Israel to a
Brazilian couple who had immigrated to Israel in 1979.
Waiting at the bus stop on his way to school, he was
severely injured by the blast which tore his right arm and
left hand. His left arm was broken and did not heal
properly requiring physicians to transplant a bone
from his hip to his arm. After 17 days in hospital, and
months of physiotherapy, Shay still requires additional
surgery on his right arm to repair the significant damage.
Shay was in grade 8 when injured. Today he is 16 and
currently in grade 11.

May 2001

Photograph By Jason Schwartz

March 200121
Photograph By Jason Schwartz
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934people have been killed in
Israel by Palestinian violence and
terrorism since September 2000. 
"Thousands of Israelis have been injured, many of the victims maimed for life. The terrorists infiltrated Israeli cities and towns
and carried out attacks - often in the form of suicide bombings - on buses, in restaurants, shopping malls, and even private homes.
No other nation in the world has before this time faced such an intense wave of terror, especially in the form of suicide bombings. 

In almost all of the cases, the terrorists infiltrated from Palestinian areas in the West Bank. The Palestinian leadership has done
nothing to stop them and has even encouraged them. 

Israel’s decision to erect a physical barrier against terrorism was taken only after other options were tried, but failed to stop the deadly
terrorist attacks. Public opinion in Israel pushed for building a fence that would block the terrorists from entering Israeli population
centers. The absence of a barrier makes infiltration into Israel communities a relatively easy task for terrorists. No terrorists have
infiltrated from the Gaza Strip into Israel in recent years, because an electronic anti-terrorist fence already exists there.

The Government of Israel has an obligation to defend its citizens against terrorism. This right of self-defense is anchored in
international law. The anti-terrorist fence is an act of self-defense that saves lives." * 

* Ministry Foreign Affairs website 

Photograph By Ziv Koren
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The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies (FDD) is a non-
profit, non-partisan policy institute created shortly after the attacks of
September 11, 2001. Based in Washington, D.C., the FDD conducts
research and education on global terrorism – the most serious threat
to the United States, Israel and other free, democratic nations. Those
affiliated with the FDD -- of whatever political persuasion or religious
background -- believe that terrorism is always wrong, no matter the
grievance; that terrorism should never be rewarded, appeased or
condoned; that anti-democratic forces respond only to power and
resolve; that nations under attack by terrorists have a fundamental right
to defend themselves and an obligation to defend each other. FDD is
committed to the promotion of freedom, human rights and
democratic institutions around the world, and to the empowerment of
all those who believe in tolerance and reconciliation. For more
information, please visit www.defenddemocracy.org 

This photographic essay was prepared by Jason Schwartz and Mark
Dubowitz. Jason is a freelance photographer and author of The Ghosts

That Haunt Us, a book of photographs and interviews of Holocaust
Survivors, exhibited at The Yad Vashem Holocaust Martyrs’ and
Heroes’ Remembrance Authority in Jerusalem, Israel. Mark Dubowitz
is Vice President of Strategic Development & Operations at the
Foundation for the Defense of Democracies, a Washington, D.C.-based policy
institute founded after the attacks of 9/11 to conduct research and
education on global terrorism. This photographic essay is based on a
trip Jason and Mark took to Israel in August 2003 to document the
often untold stories of victims of terrorism.

SOURCE: This material is based on interviews conducted by Jason
Schwartz and Mark Dubowitz in Israel in August 2003 and
supplemented by facts found on www.mfa.gov.il.

Special thanks to the following:
Ziv Koren and David Blumenfeld for use of their photographs.
Ruth Bar-On and SELAH, The Israel Crisis Management Center.
Seth Mandell and family, and The Koby Mandell Foundation.
Eliyahu Shiffman and Shaare Zedec Medical Center.

All photographic images Copyright © 2004 by respective photographer.
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selah 
SELAH, the Israel Crisis Management Center (ICMC) was established in 1993 to aid vulnerable populations hit by
tragedy. A non-profit organization SELAH operates via a countrywide network of trained volunteers who respond
immediately -- providing comfort, material aid and practical solutions for the urgent problems arising from crisis,
terror, or tragedy. Following a terror attack, SELAH outreach includes everything from providing emergency financial
assistance and psychological support...to staying by the side of the wounded in hospitals... to providing day-care for the
siblings or children of the bereaved and injured...to advocating for the enactment of an individual's rights...to organizing
healing retreats which bring people together for group support...and more. For the person alone and without help,
SELAH, which means "rock" in Hebrew, offers a solid and embracing support system, a human response to tragedy.

the koby mandell foundation 
Koby Mandell, who at 13 the oldest son of Sherri and Seth Mandell, was killed May 8, 2001, along with his friend,
Yosef Ishran, in a cave in the rocky countryside that surrounds the Mandell home in Tekoa.  The Koby Mandell
Foundation initiated work to bridge the isolation that bereaved children and adults are struck with after the loss of a
loved one. The Foundation runs healing retreats including Camp Koby which provides children and families struck by
terror an environment surrounded by their peers, specially trained counselors and professional therapists. 

Organizations Treating Victims of Terrorism: 
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